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可変楕円モデルを用いたK-meansトラッキング

華 春 生 † 和 田 俊 和† 呉 海 元†

我々は、「K-meansトラッキング」と名づけた対象追跡の方法を提案している。この方法は追跡対象
の領域内に背景を混入しても頑健性を持つ特徴がある。一方、処理速度や、ズームと変形などさらな
る安定性の問題が残っている。本論文では、これらの問題を解決するために、一つのターゲット中心
点と、そのターゲット周辺の非ターゲットクラスタ中心を表す可変楕円モデルから構成されるトラッ
キング方法を提案する。本提案手法の特徴として：１）ターゲットのクラスタ中心は楕円の中心位置
の画素とし, 非ターゲットのクラスタ中心は可変楕円周上の画素から選定し、K-means クラスタリン
グによって楕円モデル内の各画素をターゲットと非ターゲットに分けながら追跡する。これによって、
距離の計算回数を大幅に削減できると同時にターゲット検出の安定性も向上できる。２）ターゲット
の検出結果に基づいて可変楕円モデルのパラメータを画像フレームごとに更新する。これによって、
ターゲットの大きさと形変化に対してロバストに追跡できるようになる。元手法との比較実験を通じ
て、本提案手法が速度ならびに安定性の両面ともに大きく改善できることが確認した。

K-means tracking with variable ellipse model

CHUNSHENG HUA ,† TOSHIKAZU WADA † and HAIYUAN WU†

We have proposed a K-means clustering based target tracking method, which is robust against background
involution comparing with the target template. This paper presents a new method for solving the drawbacks
of the previous method, i.e., speed, stability, target appearance change and size change. Our new tracking
method consists of a single target point, and a variable ellipse model for representing non-target pixels. The
contributions of our new method are : 1) The original K-means clustering is reduced to 2-means clustering,
i.e., target and non-target clusters, and the non-target cluster center is adaptively picked up from the pixels on
the ellipse circumference. This modification reduces the number of distance computation and improves the
stability of the target detection as well. 2) The ellipse parameters are adaptively controlled according to the
target detection result. This adaptation improves the robustness against the scale and shape changes of the
target. Through the various experiments, we confirmed that our new method improves speed and robustness
of the original method.

1. Introduction

Recently, object tracking has emerged as an important

part of the vision-based system. It is used in many ap-

plications such as video surveillance, robot controlling,

security system, etc. The main purpose of object track-

ing is to compute the position of the target object in each

image sequence. Some techniques have been reported in

object tracking, such as template matching, kernel-based

object tracking, active contours, and condensation, etc.

Because of its high-speed computation, template

matching method1)2) can be suitable for high-speed ob-

ject tracking, and to solve the problem that the object

shape may change while tracking. Another method called
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flexible template matching has been introduced recently.

When processing a new input image, the template will

change according to the shape of the target object. But as

we all know, template matching is sensitive to illumina-

tion changes, and template matching method is also easy

to fail, if the background involution happens1).

To solve the problem above, Comaniciu has brought

out a Kernel-based non-rigid object tracking method9).

In their method the target location was formulated by us-

ing the basin of attraction of the local maxima and they

used the mean shift procedure to optimize the similarity

measure. But when the color distribution of the target ob-

ject is very narrow (the target object has only one color),

this method may fail. And if the target object was lost, it

could not correct itself.

The other group of algorithms based on active con-

tours3) is suitable for tracking, but before the tracking
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procedure is initiated the contour of the object must be

known.

Condensation (also called particle filter, or MCMC)

method7)8)10)11)13)14) has been popular in recent years. Be-

cause of using the parameters vectors and statistic calcu-

lation, this method can work quite well. But it works

hardly when scales or the dimensionality increases.

Compared with the model-based method, data-driven

object tracking is important for vision application, be-

cause it doesn’t need any previous knowledge about the

object to be tracked. Heisele has brought out a parallel

K-means method4)5) to track the target object in the color

sequence. Heisele also used the color/position vector in

the feature space, and after the clustering procedure he

used the Kalman filter to predict the prototype for the next

frame. Since he only used the information of the target

object, if the background involution had happened that

method might fail. Besides that, that method was impos-

sible to be used in the real-time tracking. Agarwal used

a K-means based autoregressive model12) to track the ob-

ject, and because they only used the target information

too, we wonder about that method can work robustly.

Our group has brought out a K-means tracking

method6). The key idea is tracking a given target by clus-

tering the image pixels into target and non-target pixels

using K-means clustering. Since the method only tracks

the target cluster, it is robust against the background invo-

lution. But it could not scale, target appearance change,

and takes too much calculation time.

To solve that problem, in this paper, we bring out an

improvement version. Our new method consists of a sin-

gle point that is the pixel of target cluster center, and a

variable ellipse model for representing the pixels of non-

target cluster centers. The main contributions are: 1) The

original K-means clustering is reduced to 2-means clus-

tering, i.e., target and non-target clusters, and the non-

target cluster center is adaptively picked up from the pix-

els on the ellipse circumference. This modification re-

duces the number of distance computation and improves

the stability of the target detection as well. 2) The ellipse

parameters are adaptively controlled according to the tar-

get detection result. This adaptation improves the robust-

ness against the scale and shape changes of the target.

The frame work of this version is show in figure 1.
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図 1 The overview of our new research

2. A review of our previous work

To track a moving object robustly even if the back-

ground involution had happened, our group has presented

a K-means tracking method6), which divides the pixels

of an input image into tracking object and non-tracking

objects by using the K-means clustering algorithm15)16).

For clustering, each pixel p(x, y) is represented by a five-

dimensional feature vector vx,y = ( Yx,y, Ux,y , Vx,y, x,

y ), which contains its color in the Y UV -space and posi-

tion in the image, here x is the row and y is the column.

Therefore, as shown in figure 2, the feature vector of the

center of target points is vT = ( YT , UT , VT , xT , yT

), and the centers of none-target points are vnk = ( Ynk,

Unk , Vnk, xnk, ynk). Here, k = 1 ∼ N and N is the

number of the non-target centers.

Target point

Non-Target Points
(from 1 to N )

図 2 A sample of the old method
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In this method6), the distance from an unknown pixel

p(x, y)(t) in an input image taken at t time to the target

center dT (t), and none-target centers dNT (t) are follow-

ing, respectively:

dT (t) = ‖vi,j(t) − vT (t)‖2, (1)

dNT (t) = argmin
k=1∼N

‖vx,y(t) − vnk(t)‖2, (2)

so the clustering procedure produces a set of target fea-

ture vectors T (t) as :

T (t) = 1 if {dT (t) < dNT (t)}. (3)

Therefore, if the target object is lost at t + 1 time, we

can use the following method to realize self-correcting.

T (t + 1) = 1 if ‖vx,y(t + 1) − vT (t)‖2

< argmin
n=1∼N

‖vx,y(t + 1) − vn(t)‖2. (4)

The advantages of this research are: 1) Because of us-

ing feature vectors of both target point (positive data) and

non-target points (negative data), it is robust against back-

ground involution. This is one of the most important dif-

ferences between our research and Heisele4)5). 2) With

equation (4), our method can achieve self-correction, that

will ensure us to track the target object more robustly.

But there are still several drawbacks of our previous

method: 1) The processing result is heavily dependent

on the choosing of the initial non-target points, i.e., po-

sition, number N . If few points are chosen, the tracking

stability will be lost. But, 2) if many points are chosen,

from equation (2) we can see that the calculation cost is

in proportion to N, which reduces the processing speed.

Also 3) if many points are chosen, the tracking result will

be easy to be influenced by the background, when the

background has the similar color to the target object. For

example, if each non-target point has the uniform risk r,

then the whole risk is N × r. 4) It scales poorly because

the non-target points could only translate, and therefore it

also could not deal with the rotation.

3. K-means tracking with a variable ellipse
model

For solving those remained problems, in this paper, we

propose a variable ellipse model. In the model, we use

the center of the ellipse to represent the center of target,

and use the ellipse circumference to represent centers of

non-target. Still more, the ellipse parameters are adap-

tively controlled according to the target clustering result.

3.1 Improvement in the speed and stabilization by

the ellipse model

図 3 Using the ellipse model to cluster the unknown points

From equation (2), we can see one of the parameters

that influence the speed and stability is the number N

of the non-target points. So, the number N needs to be

reduced as much as possible, and at the same time the

stability should be maintained. As shown in the figure

3, we assume all the centers of non-target points that lie

on the ellipse circumference are different from the cen-

ter of target point in the color/position space. Therefore,

it is not necessary to calculate minimum distance from

all the centers of non-target points, only one nearest non-

target point is necessary to be calculated. The nearest

non-target point (hereafter nearest point) is a cross-point

made by the ellipse circumference and a straight line con-

nected by the target center and an unknown point that is

within the ellipse. With this approximate assumption, the

original K-means clustering is reduced to 2-means clus-

tering, i.e., one target cluster and one non-target cluster.

Then, we can convert equation (2) into

dNT (t) = ‖vx,y(t) − vn1(t)‖2 (5)

Here vn1(t) is the feature vector of the nearest point at

t time, and vx,y(t) is the vector of a point needs to be

clustered.

Just because of computing only one point of the centers

of non-target automatic selected from the ellipse model,

with this new model, we make the following improve-

ments to the previous method: 1) The choosing of the

initial non-target points becomes very easy. 2) The pro-

cessing speed is N times quicker than before. 3) The

failure risk is reduced to 1/N of the conventional method.

So this new model will be seldom influenced by the back-

ground and be come more robust. Figure 4 shows an ex-

ample of the new result.
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図 4 The new result

3.2 Adaptation in the zoom and deformation by

the variable ellipse model

To solve the problem of scaling and the deformation

of the target object, we used the Mahalanobis Metric to

control the parameters of ellipse model. That method

needs us to compute the distribution of the clustered tar-

get points. In the following subsection, we describe the

covariance matrix and Gaussian probability density of the

clustered target points, which will be used in the Maha-

lanobis Metric. And then, we describe the controlling

method of the ellipse parameters with the Mahalanobis

Metric.

3.2.1 Computation of Gaussian probability den-

sity function

In this paper, we use the Gaussian probability density

function (pdf ) to compute the distribution of the clus-

tered target points. The Gaussian pdf of a random n-

dimensional vector Z = [z1, z2.....zn]T ∈ Rn is

f(Z) =
1

(2π)
n
2 |Σ| 12

exp{−1

2
(Z − mZ)T Σ−1(Z − mZ)}.

(6)
Where, mZ = [E(Z1), E(Z2).....E(Zn)]T is the mean

vector of the random vector Z, Σ = E[(Z − mZ)(Z −
mZ)T ] is the covariance matrix, and n = dimZ is the

dimension of the random vector.

In this research, in order to adapt to zoom and defor-

mation of the target object, after the clustering at t time,

as shown in figure 5 we can get a set of clustered tar-

get points. We make this set Zi = {xi, yi}T ; {i =

1, . . . , m}, and we take n = 2, so the mean vector is

E[Z] = E
[
x

y

]
=

[
mX

mY

]
, (7)

The center of target cluster

A set of clustered target points
Variable Ellipse Model
(centers of non-target)

図 5 Using the clustered target points to control the parameters of the

ellipse model

and the covariance matrix is

Σ =
[

σ2
X ρσXσY

ρσXσY σ2
Y

]
, (8)

here, σ2
X , σ2

Y are the variance of the random image coor-

dinates x and y, and ρ is the correlation coefficient of the

variables x and y.

So the 2-demensional Gaussian pdf is

f(z) =
1

2π
√

detΣ
exp{−1

2
[x − mX y − mY ]Σ−1

[x − mX y − mY ]T }
=

1

2πσXσY

√
1 − ρ2

exp{− 1

2(1 − ρ2)

(
(x − mX)2

σ2
X

−2ρ(x − mX)(y − mY )

σXσY
+

(y − mY )2

σ2
Y

)
}, (9)

where the role played by the correlation coefficient ρ is

evident. Figure 6 shows an example of Gaussian pdf .

図 6 The Gaussian pdf with mX = 1, mY = 2, σX = 1.5,

σY = 1.5

3.2.2 Refreshing the non-target model

For equation (6), we consider a constant J1 ∈ R. The

locus of the pdf f(Z) is greater or equal to a specified
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constant J1

{Z :
1

(2π)
n
2 |Σ| 12

exp[
−1

2
[Z − mZ]T Σ−1[Z − mZ] ≥ J1}

(10)
Which is equivalent to

{Z : [Z − mZ]T Σ−1[Z − mZ] ≤ J} (11)

Where J = −2 ln((2π)
n
2 J1|Σ| 12 ) is an n-dimensional

ellipsoid centered at the mean mZ and whose axis are

only aligned with the Cartesian frame if the covariance

matrix Σ is diagonal. The ellipsoid defined by equation

(11) is the region of minimum volume that contains a

given probability mass under Gaussian assumption.

When in equation (11) rather than having an inequality,

there is equality as:

{Z : [Z − mZ]T Σ−1[Z − mZ] = J} (12)

The scalar quantity of equation (12) is known as the Ma-

halanobis distance of the vector Z to the mean mZ.

The Mahalanobis distance, is a normalized distance

where normalization is achieved through the covariance

matrix. The surfaces on which J is constant are ellip-

soids that are centered about the mean mZ, and whose

semi-axis are
√

J times the eigenvalues of Σ, as seen be-

fore. In the special case where the random variables that

the components of Z are uncorrelated and the same vari-

ance, i.e., the covariance matrix Σ is a diagonal matrix

with all its diagonal elements equal, these surfaces are

spheres, and the Mahalanobis distance becomes equiva-

lent to the Euclidean distance.

０ １ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

t (time)

t + n  (time)

Non-target Model

Contour for the Gaussian
random vector

Contour of equal
Mahalanobis distance

Refreshed Contour

X

Y

図 7 The contours of the equal Mahalanobis distance around means for

a second order Gaussian random vector

Figure 7 represents the contour of the equal Maha-

lanobis distance. In another words, any point p(x, y) in

the ellipse is at the same Mahalanobis distance to the cen-

ter of the ellipse. This plot enhances the face that the

Mahalanobis distance is weighted by covariance matrix.

As to n = 2, we can write equation (12) in the follow-

ing format

g(Z) = {[Z − mZ]T Σ−1[Z − mZ]} 1
2

= c22(x − mX)2 − 2c12(x − mX)(y − mY )

+c11(y − mY )2

= c22x
2 − 2c12xy + c11y

2 + 2x(c12mY − c22mX)

+2y(c12mX − c11mY ) + c22m
2
X + c11m

2
Y

−2c12mXmY (13)

Where

Σ =
[
σ2

X ρσXσY

ρσXσY σ2
Y

]
=

[
c11 c12

c21 c22

]
(14)

here c12 = c21.

The ellipse can be written in the following equation:

g(z) = Ax2 + 2Bxy + Cy2 + 2Dx + 2Ey + F

(15)
So compared with equation (13), we can get the follow-

ing parameters as the ellipse:

A = c22 B = −c12 C = c11

D = c12mY − c22mX E = c12mX − c11mY

F = c22m
2
X + c11m

2
Y − 2c12mXmY

With these parameters, we could control the ellipse

model to be kept up with the main distribution of the clus-

tered target points at t time (see figure 5). Therefore, the

variable ellipse model are adaptively controlled accord-

ing to the target’s zoom and deformation from t time to

t + n time as shown figure 7. Some experiment results

are shown in figure 8.

With equation (9) we can get the probability of all

the clustered target points in the input image, and when

f(Z) < Thr we will eliminate these points Z because

these points may contain more noise according to the

probability distribution. Here, Thr is a confidence level.

With this processing, our new system can be adapted to

the target appearance change and size change, and more

robust against the noise due to background involution or

the illumination changes.

4. Comparison experiment

To evaluate the performance of our new K-means

tracking method, we express the comparison experiment

results against other methods.

Method [1]: Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD),
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(a) Tracking a CD-ROM having a hole and high-light

patterns in translation, rotation in depth and zoom

(b) Tracking a pen in translation, rotation in plane and

zoom
図 8 Some results of new method.

which is a variable template matching method by using

the gap criterion.

Method [2]: Kernel-based object tracking.

Method [3]: Previous K-means tracking (with N non-

target points).

Method [4]: Presented K-means tracking (with one

non-target point and variable ellipse model)

Here, the samples of tracked objects are an incense

stick and a comb. Since these objects have holes, which

make the distribution of data become non-linear and with

the changes of the background it will be more difficult to

track these things by the presented methods until now.

To catch up with the changes of the color, template

matching method (Method [1]) will refresh the template.

But, while refreshing, the error will be accumulated and

the accumulated error will finally lead to the lost of the

object. Method [2] evaluate the likehood of the clustered

points in the color histogram, and the when the illumina-

tion changes or the object rotates the color of the object

changes also, therefore, it may lose the object. Compared

with Method [4], Method [3] can not deal with rotation

and is slower.

We took the experiments on a desktop, whose CPU

is Intel 1.0Ghz and the memory is 512 MB. Our new

method ’s processing speed is 0.07 ∼ 0.08 sec/frame

when the image size is 640 × 480 pixels.

The results of comparison experiments are shown in

figures 9 and 10, these results have shown the efficiency

of the proposed method.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present an improved K-means track-

ing method in color image sequence. Inheriting the ad-

vantages of our previous system, with a single target

point and a variable ellipse model which is adaptively

controlled by the target detection result, we improve the

speed, robustness, size and shape change of our new sys-

tem. Various experiments show that real-time K-means

tracking becomes possible.
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(a) Initial image

(b) Translation

(c) Translation and rotation in plane

(d) Rotation in depth

(d) Zoom

(1) Template matching (2) Kernel-based tracking (3) previous method (4) proposed method
図 9 Some results of comparison experiments with a comb under complex background and illumination variance
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(1) Template matching (2) Kernel-based tracking (3) previous method (4) proposed method
図 10 Some results of comparison experiments with an incense stick under complex background and

illumination variance
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